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With the increasing sophistication of
online technology, colleges and
universities have introduced a variety of
web-based capabilities in their face-toface courses and expanded the number
and scope of their online course
offerings. This is particularly true of the
UW, and OEA has recognized the need
for a more sophisticated and flexible
course evaluation system to optimize
the fit of the evaluative process with
courses of all types. As added incentive,
online evaluations provide the potential
both for cost savings related to reduced
use of paper and stabilized financial

combination of faculty collaboration with
rigorous psychometric analyses. In
creating IASystemTM, we have focused on
retaining and building on existing
strengths, while adding capabilities
uniquely available in an online
environment. Our goal is to provide
faculty the opportunity to choose the
evaluation modality (online or paperbased) that best fits a particular course
offering, while providing encouragement
and support to transition as many courses
to online evaluations as is consistent with
superior pedagogical and assessment
practice.
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Next Steps
We are proceeding slowly and deliberately
in making changes to an evaluative system
that has been in place for more than 40
years, particularly as evaluation results are
used to support high-stakes decisions
relating to faculty promotion and tenure –
the existing system has long been woven
into departmental expectations and
practices. Our focus this year is to
familiarize faculty and departments with
new procedures in managing the course
evaluation process (both online and paperbased) and to encourage faculty teaching
online courses to use online evaluations.
We are identifying specific interested
departments able to administer online
evaluations in face-to-face courses and
participate in crafting a set of institutionwide best practices. During 2014-15 we will
begin encouraging wider use of online
evaluations in face-to-face courses with a
goal of reaching steady-state adoption
(~85%) within two years. We anticipate
that this level of usage will result in a
savings of approximately $66,000 annually.
For more information, go to:
green.washington.edu/paper-reduction

